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We present a linear-response theory for the thermopower of a single-electron transistor consisting of a
superconducting island weakly coupled to two normal-conducting leads. The thermopower shows oscillations
with the same periodicity as the conductance and is rather sensitive to the size of the superconducting gapD.
In particular, the previously studied sawtooth-like shape of the thermopower for a normal-conducting single-
electron device is qualitatively changed even for small gap energies.
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The transport properties of small conducting grains in the
Coulomb blockadesCBd regime have extensively been stud-
ied during the past years. This regime is characterized by a
unique energy scale, the so-called charging energyEc of the
grain ssee belowd. The most prominent phenomenon is the
occurence of CB oscillations in the low-temperature conduc-
tance of a small grain weakly coupled to the leads.1 Recently,
thermoelectric effects in single-electron devices such as the
thermopower have attracted growing interest.2–11 The ther-
mopower is related to the current that arises due to a finite
temperature difference between the two leads.14 It yields ad-
ditional information about the kinetics of the system as it
measures the average energy of the electrons carrying the
current through the system. Therefore, some type of electron-
hole asymmetry in the system is necessary in order to ob-
serve a nonvanishing thermopower.

In analogy to the CB oscillations of the conductance, the
thermopower of a small grain shows oscillations of the same
periodicity but with sawtooth-like shape.2,3 In contrast to the
conductance this dependence on the external gate voltage is
very sensitive to the conditions under which the thermoelec-
tric transport occurs. This sensitivity has been demonstrated,
e.g., for the transition from the sequential tunneling regime
to the cotunneling regime.4,5 Recently, the thermopower of
open quantum dots with strong coupling to the leads was
investigated.6–8 Further, the influence of Kondo correlations
in ultrasmall quantum dots on the thermoelectric effects was
studied in Refs. 9 and 10, while the thermopower of a mol-
ecule with internal degrees of freedom and weakly coupled
to the leads was discussed in Ref. 11.

It is surprising that, despite the enormous interest in su-
perconducting single-electron transistorssSETsd, the ther-
mopower of such structures has not been investigated yet. In
this work we study theoretically the thermopower of a
normal-superconducting-normal SETsNSN SETd, i.e., a
small superconducting island that is weakly coupled to
normal-conducting leadsscf. Fig. 1d, in an experimentally
accessible regime. We show that even for rather small super-
conducting gapsscompared to the charging energy of the
islandd the functional dependence of the thermopower on the
gate voltage is qualitatively changed while its amplitude re-
mains on the same order of magnitude. This is in clear con-
trast to the corresponding results for the conductance where
the most pronounced effect is a suppression of the amplitude
with increasing gap size.12

Thermopower of single-electron devices. In the following
we investigate the regime of single-electron tunneling
through a superconducting island with a charging energyEc
that is large compared to the temperatureT, i.e.,
Ec;e2/ s2Cd@T, where −e is the electron charge andC the
capacitance of the island. The temperature is assumed to be
larger than the crossover temperature for parity effects.13 The
electronic spectrum of the grain in the normal-conducting
state is assumed to be continuous and the conductances of
the tunnel barriers are much smaller thane2/h. This implies
that cotunneling processes can be neglected and sequential
tunneling dominates. Taking into account the external elec-
trostatic potentialf~Vg imposed by the gate voltageVg, the
total electrostatic energy of the island can be expressed as

Ensfd = EcSn2 − 2n
C

e
fD , s1d

where n is the number of excess electrons on the island.
To add one electron to the island an energyunsfd

FIG. 1. The NSN SET consists of a superconducting islandsSd
which is coupled to two normal-conducting leadssNd via tunnel
barriers. The electrostatic potential of the island can be controlled
by the gate voltageVg. The current through the system is due to the
bias voltageV or a temperature differenceDT=Tl −Tr between the
two leads. To measure the thermopowerS=−V/DT as a function of
the gate voltageVg the biasV is adjusted in such a way that the
corresponding current exactly cancels the current due to the tem-
perature difference.
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;En+1sfd−Ensfd is required. At low temperaturesT!Ec

the electronic transport is Coulomb blocked. A current flows
only at potentialsf<fn wherefn is given by the condition
unsfnd=0. With Eq.s1d one finds

fn =
e

C
Sn +

1

2
D . s2d

The current through the device can be either due to a
transport voltageV or a temperature differenceDT=Tl −Tr
between the two leadsssee Fig. 1d. Throughout this work we
consider the linear-response regime, i.e.,eV/Ec!1 and
DT/T!1.

For zero-temperature difference the linear response to the
voltageV is given by the conductanceGV. The conductance
as a function of the potentialf it shows that the well-known
CB peaks atf=fn. In the general case withDTÞ0 the
current is
I =GVV+GTDT. The thermopower of the system is defined
by the ratio of voltage and temperature difference for van-
ishing current, i.e.,

S; − lim
DT→0

U V

DT
U

I=0
=

GT

GV
. s3d

Following Matveev15 a rather intuitive interpretation of
the CB oscillations of the thermopower can be given in terms
of the average energykjl of the electrons that carry the cur-
rent through the system

S= −
kjl
eT

. s4d

Here, we briefly review the argument in the NNN case
snormal-conducting islandd considering a two-state approxi-
mation svalid for T!Ecd. If in equilibrium there aren elec-
trons on the grain two different transport cycles are possible:
one can first add an electron and then remove it again
fn→ sn+1d→ng or vice versafn→ sn−1d→ng. In the first
case the average energy is given by the difference of charg-
ing energies,kjl=sEn+1−End /2, while in the second case it is
kjl=sEn−En−1d /2. The potentialf determines which of the
processes is more likely to occur. For example, atf*fn the
probability of havingn or n+1 electrons in the grain is
higher than the probability forn−1 electrons. Thus, the first
process dominates, and according to Eq.s4d one finds the
well-known sawtooth behavior

SNNNsfd = −
unsfd
2eT

for Cuf − fnu/e,
1

2
s5d

ssee inset of Fig. 2d. The extrema of the sawtooth at
euf−fnu<Ec are rounded due to the finite temperature.

Thermopower of NSN SET. In the following we consider
the case of a superconducting grain with a gapD,Ec. In a
stationary state the currents through the left and the right
tunnel junction are equal, i.e.,I = I l = Ir. In order to evaluate
the thermopower we make use of relations3d and calculate
the linear response of the current to a voltageV or a tem-
perature differenceDT=Tl −Tr. According to the “orthodox
theory”1 the current through the system can be written as

I = − eo
n

PnfGr
n→n−1 − Gr

n→n+1g, s6d

wherePn is the stationary probability for findingn electrons
on the island,Gr

n→n−1 is the tunneling rate of an electron from
the island to the right lead, andGr

n→n+1 denotes the tunneling
rate from the right lead to the island. The ratesGr, and cor-
respondinglyGl, can be written in terms of the Fermi func-
tion fsxd;1/f1+expsxdg as

Gr,l
n+1→n = 2

Gr,l

e2 E
D

`

dE
E

ÎE2 − D2F fS−
E ± eV/2 + un

Tr,l
D fSE

T
D

+ fSE 7 eV/2 − un

Tr,l
D fS−

E

T
DG s7d

Gr,l
n→n+1 = 2

Gr,l

e2 E
D

`

dE
E

ÎE2 − D2F fSE ± eV/2 + un

Tr,l
D fS−

E

T
D

+ fS− E ± eV/2 + un

Tr,l
D fSE

T
DG . s8d

Here,E is the energy of the quasiparticles in the supercon-
ductor andGr,l is the conductance of the right and left tunnel
junctions, respectivelyssee, e.g., Ref. 14d. The first term in
Eq. s7d corresponds to the annihilation of a quasiparticle
while the second term yields the contribution due to the cre-
ation of a quasiparticle.

The probabilitiesPn in Eq. s6d can be obtained from the
stationary solution of a kinetic equation. They obey the
relation2

Pn+1 =
Gl

n→n+1 + Gr
n→n+1

Gl
n+1→n + Gr

n+1→nPn, s9d

with onPn=1. The set of Eqs.s6d–s9d allows us to calculate
the transport coefficientsGV andGT. Together with relation
s3d the thermopowerS can be obtained as a function of the
potentialf for different parametersD andT. The results of
our calculation are shown in Fig. 2. Compared to the
sawtooth-like behavior of the thermopower in the NNN case

FIG. 2. ThermopowerSsfd of the NSN setup withD,Ec for
different values of the superconducting gapD at a temperature
T/Ec=0.1. The inset shows the corresponding result for the NNN
SET. Note that the conductance peak would be located at
f=f0;0.5e/C fcf. Eq. s2dg.
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ssee inset of Fig. 2d the shape is significantly changed for
gapsD smaller than the charging energyEc. For increasing
D→Ec the extrema ofSsfd move clearly away from
fn±e/ s2Cd.

We emphasize that the qualitative change of the ther-
mopower as a function of the potentialf due to a finite gap
is much more pronounced than the changes in the conduc-
tance where one merely finds a broadening of the Coulomb-
blockade peaks together with an overall exponential suppres-
sion of the current. Note, however, that the order of
magnitude of the thermopower remains the same indepen-
dently of the gap size. This behavior can be understood by
analyzing Eqs.s6d–s9d in the low-temperature regime where
the major contribution to the electronic transport is due to
only two charge states.

Two-state approximation. For low temperaturesT!Ec
there are at most two probabilities that assume a finite value
for a given f, e.g., P0 and P1 for Cuf−f0u /e,1/2. All
remaining probabilities are exponentially small in the param-
eter Ec/T. To first order in the perturbationsV and DT the
current s6d can be expressed in terms of the unperturbed
probabilitiesP0,1

s0d and the exact ratesGl,r, Eqs.s7d ands8d, as

I =
e

Gl + Gr
fP0

s0dsGlGr
0→1 − GrGl

0→1d

+ P1
s0dsGrGl

1→0 − GlGr
1→0dg. s10d

The zeroth-order probabilities can be obtained from
Eq. s9d and the condition P0

s0d+P1
s0d=1, which yields

P0,1
s0d < ff7u0sfd /Tg if exponentially small corrections are ne-

glected.
First, we discuss the thermopower for potentialsf close

to f0, i.e., Cuf−f0u /e,D / s2Ecd where uu0sfdu,D. In this
range off, the changes in the thermopower due to the su-
perconducting properties of the island are most prominent
ssee Fig. 2d. For gap energies that are not too smallD&Ec
we can neglect contributions that are exponentially small in
D /T. Thus we find from Eqs.s7d, s8d, ands10d together with
relation s3d the asymptotic result

Ssfd < −
u0sfd

eT
S1 −

D̃sTd
u0sfd

tanhFu0sfd
2T

GD . s11d

Here, D̃sTd;−DK18sD /Td /K1sD /Td where K18sxd is the de-
rivative of the Bessel functionK1sxd. In contrast to the NNN
case we findS=0 not only for u0sfd=0 but also at

uu0sfdu< D̃ ssee Fig. 2d. Between these two zeros
the thermopower reaches its extrema atuumaxu
<2T−1arccoshÎD̃ / s2Td. This unique behavior, that the slope
of Ssfd changes its sign atf=f0, occurs even for small gap

values D̃,2T. In the low-temperature limitD /T@1 the

temperature-dependent “effective gap”D̃sTd in Eq. s11d is
simply replaced by the constant gapD. On the other hand,
Eq. s11d also reproduces the limitD→0 correctly as it gives

D̃→T leading to the NNN result of Eq.s5d.

Next we consider the thermopower in thef range
D, uu0sfdu,Ec, i.e., D / s2Ecd,Cuf−f0u /e,1/2. In this
case Eqs.s10d and s3d approximately yield

Ssfd < −
u0sfd
2eT 11 −F D

u0sfdG2arcoshF uu0sfdu
D

G
Î1 −F D

u0sfdG22 .

s12d

From this result we findS=0 for uu0sfdu=D, which agrees

with Eq. s11d in the low-temperature limit whereD̃→D. The
second term in Eq.s12d depends only weakly onf but gives
an overall shift byD /2 ssee Fig. 2d. Therefore, the depen-
dence ofS on the potentialf is almost linear so that the
extrema for u0sfd→ ±Ec are approximately given by
Smax< 7 sEc−Dd / s2eTd, respectively. Similar to the NNN
case there is a thermal smoothing close to the edge of thef
interval whereEc− uu0sfdu&T. This is because for these val-
ues off charge states withn=−1 or n=2 electrons on the
island become important. For small gapsD→0 also Eq.s12d
reproduces the NNN result of Eq.s5d.

Interpretation of results in terms of average energy. The
asymptotic resultss11d and s12d can be intuitively under-
stood in terms of Eq.s4d by considering the average electron
energykjl of the dominating transport mechanism. In Fig. 3
we schematically present the transport mechanisms for
potentials f such that uu0sfdu,D. The two processes
corresponding to the rateGr

1→0, Eq. s7d, are shown. The
Fermi level of the lead is chosen to be zero. The average
energy of the electrons involved in processsAd is then
kjAl<u0sfd+D.0. On the other hand, processsBd involves
the breaking of a Cooper pair: one electron tunnels to the
lead while the other remains as a quasiparticle on the island.
Hence, the average energy of the outgoing electrons is given
by kjBl<u0sfd−D,0.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the two processes are not
equally likely to occur due to the different occupation num-
bers in the island and the lead. We can read off a low-
temperature estimate for the probabilities from Fig. 3:pA
~expf−D /Tg and pB~expf−sD−u0d /Tg. Thus, relations4d
together with the conditionpA+pB=1 leads to the estimate

FIG. 3. Tunneling processes from the superconducting island to
the right lead foruu0sfdu,D: annihilation of a quasiparticlesAd and
creation of a quasiparticlesBd. The corresponding average energies
smeasured from the Fermi energy of the leadd are kjAl.0 and
kjBl,0. Depending on which of the processes is dominant the sign
of S results according to Eq.s4d.
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S= −
1

eT
spakjAl + pBkjBld = −

1

eT
Su0sfd − D tanhFu0sfd

2T
GD .

s13d

This corresponds precisely to the results11d in the low-

temperature limitD /T@1 whereD̃sTd→D.
If the potentialf increases further such thatu0sfd,−D,

processsAd clearly dominates aspA@pB and one can neglect
processsBd entirely. However, the tunneling of low-lying
quasiparticle excitations is also strongly suppressed. By in-
cluding the energy dependence of the density of states in the
superconductor we find an estimate for the average energy
kjAl

kjAl < u0sfd +
kEs1dl

kEs0dl
with s14d

kEskdl ; E
D

−u0sfd

dEEk E
ÎE2 − D2

. s15d

Including this estimate into relations4d directly yields the
result s12d.

In conclusion, we have developed a theory for the ther-
mopowerS of a NSN SET withD,Ec. The numerically
exact results are presented in Fig. 2 and the asymptotic low-
temperature behavior is given in Eqs.s11d and s12d. We
showed that these results can be understood on the basis of
the average-energy interpretation Eq.s4d. We mention that
the current-voltage characteristics of a NSN SET in the rel-
evant range of the parameters discussed in this work have
already been studied in experiments.16,17 It should be well
within the reach of present-day nanotechnology to experi-
mentally detect the sensitive dependence of the thermopower
on the gap size summarized in Fig. 2.
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